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Abstract

Background – The peripheral blood concentrations of several proteases of the clotting system have been shown to predict survival in patients with malignancy. A study was undertaken to investigate the independent value of the plasma levels of the D-dimer degradation product of fibrin before treatment for predicting prognosis in patients with lung cancer.

Methods – The study comprised 70 patients with lung cancer (49 non-small cell lung cancer and 21 small cell lung cancer). Plasma levels of D-dimer were measured using an enzyme immunoassay kit. Multivariate statistical analysis was carried out using the Cox’s proportional hazards model.

Results – The median value of the plasma level of D-dimer differentiated two groups of patients with different outcomes: a group with a D-dimer level of <150 ng/ml (low DD group) and those with D-dimer levels of ≥150 ng/ml (high DD group). Survival time was significantly better in patients in the low DD group than in those in the high DD group in all patients (hazard ratio for high DD group = 4.7; 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.8 to 11.7). The plasma levels of D-dimer predicted survival independently from the clinical stage of disease, histological type, performance status, and tumour size (hazard ratio = 3.9; 95% CI 1.6 to 9.2).

Conclusions – These results suggest that plasma levels of D-dimer might be useful for predicting the clinical outcome in patients with lung cancer. However, further prospective studies are needed in a larger population to confirm these findings.
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Systemic activation of the clotting system occurs frequently in patients with lung cancer. The biological significance of the haemostatic abnormalities in cancer is not clear. There is some evidence to suggest that the capacity of neoplastic cells to activate the coagulation system and to express increased fibrinolytic activity facilitates their growth and contributes to their invasive and metastatic behaviour. Plasmin generation induced by tumour cells may influence their invasiveness and capacity to produce metastasis by its ability to degrade protein components of the extracellular matrix, activate latent enzymes such as type IV collagenase, and dissolve tumour associated fibrin clots. Circulating markers of the fibrinolysis system are raised in patients with lung cancer and they have been shown to correlate with tumour burden, clinical progression, and the response to chemotherapy. The aim of this study was to investigate the independent value of the pretreated plasma levels of D-dimer fibrin degradation products for predicting prognosis in patients with lung cancer.

Methods

Seventy consecutive patients with lung cancer, of median age 65 years (range 20–83), admitted to the Mie University Hospital from July 1990 to December 1991 took part in the study. There were 49 cases with non-small cell lung cancer (non-SCLC) and 21 with small cell lung cancer (SCLC). Clinical staging was performed according to the new international staging system. Patients underwent curative surgery (n = 20) or combination chemotherapy followed by radiotherapy (n = 50). Venous blood samples were taken 1–5 days (median two days) before starting any treatment and stored at −80°C until needed. Plasma levels of D-dimer were determined using an enzyme immunoassay kit (Dimertest, Agen, Mountain View, California, USA). D-dimer levels were also measured in blood samples from age matched healthy volunteers (n = 40) and from patients with benign pulmonary disease (n = 25). There was a history of smoking in 50 patients with lung cancer, in 15 with benign disease, and in 10 healthy subjects. The intra-assay and inter-assay precision of D-dimer concentrations was 5.4% and 9.5%, respectively. Written consent was obtained from all subjects and the investigation was carried out according to the conditions of the Helsinki declaration.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data are expressed as mean (SE) values. The Student’s t test was used to compare means between groups where appropriate. A p value of <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. Survival time was calculated from the date of diagnosis of the disease to the date of death from the disease. Patients lost to follow up and deaths from different causes were considered as censored observations. The independent prognostic value of D-dimer and that of other factors were analysed by Cox’s proportional hazards model. The cut off value...
of D-dimer levels for distinguishing prognostic groups was taken as the median value calculated by the box-and-whisker plot.

**Results**

Patients were followed up for a total of six years (median 15 months; range 2–66 months); 27 were censored observations. The plasma level of D-dimer was significantly higher (p<0.001) in patients with lung cancer (276.7 (34.2) ng/ml) than in healthy controls (52.8 (3.9) ng/ml) or in those with benign disease (81.1 (7.5) ng/ml). A significant correlation was found between plasma levels of D-dimer and survival time (r = −0.6; p<0.0001). The median plasma level of D-dimer differentiated between two groups of patients with different outcomes: a group with a D-dimer level of <150 ng/ml (low DD group) and another with a D-dimer level of ≥150 ng/ml (high DD group). Survival time was significantly longer in all cancer patients in the low DD group than in those in the high DD group (hazard ratio (HR) = 4.7; 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.8 to 11.7; p<0.0005; fig 1A). There was a significant difference in survival between patients with low and high plasma levels of D-dimer in those with non-SCLC (HR for high DD group = 4.6; 95% CI 1.8 to 11.6; p<0.002; fig 1B) but not in those with SCLC (data not shown). Prognosis was also better in the low DD group than in the high DD group in patients with non-SCLC with extensive disease (HR = 0.4; 95% CI 1.4 to 28.6; p<0.02; fig 1C). The numbers of patients with non-SCLC with limited disease and of SCLC cases were not sufficient to allow statistical evaluation. The plasma level of D-dimer as a binary variable (high or low) predicted survival in all patients independently from other prognostic factors (HR = 3.9; 95% CI 1.6 to 9.2; p = 0.001) including clinical stage, performance status, and tumour size.

**Discussion**

Activation of fibrinolysis secondary to coagulation is a well recognised complication in patients with lung cancer. The biological significance of the activation of the clotting system and fibrinolysis in cancer has recently been discussed with regard to the potential role of these pathways in the pathogenesis of malignancy for their ability to regulate tumour growth and dissemination. In this regard, anticoagulant therapy was reported to suppress the invasion of cancer cells in experimental models and to show survival benefit in some types of lung tumour in humans when used in combination with other cytotoxic drugs. Fibrin deposits in lung cancer tissues may promote cell proliferation and neovascularisation of the growing tumour, and they may protect tumour cells from immune or chemotherapeutic attacks and favour their capillary implantation. On the other hand, the fibrin framework in primary tumours may also block the entrance of tumour cells into the circulation. However, lung cancer cells also express urokinase and tissue plasminogen activators which, by acting on plasminogen, generate plasmin – the active serine protease of the fibrinolysis system – that may act on fibrin in the primary tumours increasing the detachment of cells and their penetration into the circulatory channels. In addition, plasmin may promote tumour invasion by degrading various protein components of the extracellular matrix, either directly or through the activation of various procollagenases such as procollagenase type IV secreted by tumour cells. In this study the blood concentration of the fibrin degradation fragment D-dimer was found to be an independent predictor of survival in patients with lung cancer. The prognostic significance of this fibrinolytic marker may reflect the participation of plasmin in the process of tumour spread. In agreement with this, the plasma levels of protease components of the fibrinolysis system have also been found to be abnormally raised and to predict survival in lung cancer patients. However, further prospective studies...
must be carried out in a larger population to confirm our preliminary findings.


**Attenuation of oxidant/antioxidant imbalance during treatment of exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease**
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**Abstract**

**Background** – An oxidant/antioxidant imbalance is thought to occur in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). It has recently been shown that during exacerbations of COPD the antioxidant capacity and protein sulfhydryls of plasma are lower and the levels of products of lipid peroxidation are higher than in age matched healthy subjects. The aims of this study were to confirm these data and to measure the time course of these changes.

**Methods** – The plasma Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC), protein sulfhydryls, and products of lipid peroxidation were measured throughout the course of treatment in 13 patients who presented with an acute exacerbation of COPD.

**Results** – TEAC values (mmol/l) were low on admission (mean 0.67, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.32 to 0.88; p<0.05) and had increased by discharge (0.98, 95% CI 0.88 to 1.2; p<0.05) but still remained lower than in healthy subjects (1.33, 95% CI 1.11 to 1.65). There was also restoration of plasma protein sulfhydryl levels (mmol/l) from admission (0.32, 95% CI 0.20 to 0.43) to discharge (0.49, 95% CI 0.42 to 0.62, p<0.001) to levels similar to those in healthy subjects (0.52, 95% CI 0.43 to 0.65). Products of lipid peroxidation, measured as thiobarbituric acid-malondialdehyde adducts (μmol/l), were significantly higher (2.08, 95% CI 1.8 to 2.5) than in control subjects (1.3, 95% CI 0.85 to 1.32; p<0.01) and returned to normal values by the time of discharge (1.2, 95% CI 0.88 to 1.29).

**Conclusions** – These data confirm the presence of a profound oxidant/anti-oxidant imbalance in the blood of patients with acute exacerbations of COPD which returns towards normal values during the course of treatment.
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An oxidant/antioxidant imbalance is thought to play a part in the pathogenesis of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Cigarette smoke and the release of reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI) from circulating neutrophils and airspace macrophages are major sources of oxidant stress in patients with COPD.

There is, however, a paucity of data on the oxidant/antioxidant imbalance in patients with COPD, particularly during exacerbations. We have recently shown that the antioxidant capacity of plasma is lower during exacerbations of COPD than in age matched healthy subjects or patients with clinically stable COPD, suggesting increased oxidant stress. This previous study was conducted in parallel groups of patients with either clinically stable or exacerbations of COPD. In the present study our aim was to assess the time course of the changes in markers of oxidant stress in plasma in individual patients during the course of an exacerbation of COPD.

**Methods**

**STUDY POPULATION**

Thirteen patients (six men) of mean (SD) age 69 (8) years who presented with an acute exacerbation of COPD were studied. The diagnosis of COPD was made by a respiratory
For all of the assays described below, 10 ml of venous blood was withdrawn into a lithium-heparin tube, centrifuged (250g), and the plasma removed and used immediately for the following assays.

**Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC)**

The plasma antioxidant capacity was measured by the method of Miller et al. The Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC) was calculated by defining the concentration of Trolox in mmol/l having the equivalent antioxidant capacity to a 1.0 mmol/l sample of the plasma under investigation.

**Products of lipid peroxidation**

The concentration of products of lipid peroxidation in plasma as thiobarbituric acid (TBA)-malondialdehyde (MDA) adducts was measured by the method described by Yagi.

The final result was expressed as mol TBA-MDA adducts formed/litre of plasma.

**Protein sulfhydryl and protein carbonyl assays**

Protein thiols were measured using the method of Ellman and protein carbonyls were assayed by the method described by Rodney and coworkers.

We have already confirmed the sensitivity and reproducibility of these assays.

### Statistical Analysis

The data are expressed as mean and 95% confidence intervals (CI). Differences between mean values were assessed by a one way analysis of variance using Tukey’s method.

### Results

Arterial blood gas tensions on admission breathing oxygen (1–3 l/min by nasal prongs), nebulsed β₂ agonists, and ipratropium and continuation of corticosteroids in those who had received this treatment prior to admission. Six of the 13 patients were smokers and seven were ex-smokers who had quit smoking between six weeks and four years before their admission.

Eighteen healthy non-smokers (eight men) of mean (SD) age 59 (7) years randomly selected from the hospital staff who had no history of lung diseases were used as control subjects.

Blood samples were withdrawn from the patients within three hours of admission with an exacerbation of COPD and at 12, 24, and 48 hours thereafter. A further sample was taken 5–10 days later when the patient’s condition was considered clinically stable enough for discharge. None of the patients smoked during their hospital admission. In the normal subjects blood samples were obtained on two occasions one week apart.

The study was approved by the local ethical committee and all patients gave written informed consent.
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Oxidant/antioxidant imbalance in COPD

Discussion
In a previous parallel group study we reported that the antioxidant capacity of plasma was reduced in smokers and in patients with exacerbations of COPD compared with age matched healthy subjects. This was associated with increased superoxide anion generation by circulating neutrophils, which diminished by the time of discharge. In this study we confirm our earlier observations and provide further insights into the time course of the change in oxidant/antioxidant imbalance in acute exacerbations of COPD.

A persistently decreased antioxidant capacity was seen in the plasma of patients with an acute exacerbation of COPD for at least 48 hours following their admission, with a rise at the end of the exacerbation when they were considered to be clinically stable enough for discharge. However, in contrast to patients with clinically stable COPD who were studied at least six weeks after their last exacerbation, TEAC values had not returned to normal levels.

A low TEAC in plasma suggests increased oxidant stress in the blood. As a result of oxidant stress, lipid peroxides are formed due to the peroxidation of unsaturated fatty acids present on cell membranes. Our observation of increased levels of products of lipid peroxidation in plasma, together with a fall in antioxidant capacity in this and our previous study, strongly supports our contention that there is increased oxidative stress in patients with acute exacerbations of COPD. The increase in products of lipid peroxidation in plasma fell rapidly to normal values within 12 hours of admission and remained at these levels throughout the study. In contrast, plasma TEAC had not completely recovered to normal levels by the time of discharge.

The decrease in the TEAC was more pronounced in patients with a current smoking history than ex-smokers, which is in agreement with our earlier observations of a dramatic decrease in TEAC during smoking. We also confirmed the results of our previous study that pretreatment with steroids did not affect TEAC values in patients with acute exacerbations of COPD.

In our previous study we found a correlation between plasma TEAC, the release of reactive oxygen intermediates (ROS) from circulating neutrophils, and protein sulphydryls, suggesting a mechanism for the fall in plasma TEAC levels. Several components of plasma contribute to plasma TEAC. Albumin, which has a sacrificial sulphydryl group, is thought to account for two thirds of the plasma TEAC.

Many proteins such as ceruloplasmin, transferrin, and small antioxidant molecules such as non-protein thiols, vitamins C and E, and uric acid account for the remainder of the plasma TEAC. It has been reported that smoking is associated with a depletion of vitamin C and E levels in the blood. The lower plasma TEAC in patients with acute exacerbations of COPD with a smoking history may therefore result from depletion of such antioxidant molecules. A dramatic fall in protein thiols is confirmed in this study in patients with acute exacerbation
of COPD. However, this depletion of protein thiols was restored during treatment of the exacerbation, beginning at 12 hours, and was back to normal levels by the time of discharge, while TEAC levels recovered significantly, but not to normal values, by the time of discharge. The increased oxidative stress measured as increased products of lipid peroxidation and decreased protein thiols normalised during the first 12 hours of treatment. However, a persistent depletion of other antioxidant molecules during exacerbations of COPD may account for the incomplete recovery of TEAC at or after 48 hours of treatment. Further studies are required to investigate this hypothesis.

The mechanism of the restoration of the plasma protein thiols during treatment of the exacerbation of COPD is unknown. Prednisolone stimulates the synthesis of thiols such as glutathione in the liver, thus providing thiol groups to replenish protein thiols. However, in this relatively small group of patients there did not appear to be any relationship between the changes in plasma TEAC or protein thiols and any specific treatment, including corticosteroids. However, the possible role of steroids or other medications in inducing the recovery of protein thiols, and the antioxidant capacity of plasma during treatment of the exacerbation of COPD, requires further study in a larger group of patients. In addition, studies to monitor the levels of antioxidant molecules such as vitamins C and E, uric acid and beta-carotene during the course of acute exacerbations of COPD will help to elucidate the relationship between the fall in the antioxidant capacity of the plasma and the pathogenesis of exacerbations of COPD. Such studies may lead to the development of novel therapeutic interventions with antioxidant therapy in this condition.

These data add further support to the concept of an increase in oxidant stress in exacerbations of COPD, and point the way to further studies in this area.
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